WHEN MEMBERS NEED CARE, OUR TRANSPARENCY TOOL HELPS THEM UNDERSTAND THE COSTS!

If your group members haven’t tried out our cost transparency tool lately, they should take a moment to log in to the Member Resource Center and take a look.

DESIGNED TO HELP MEMBERS MANAGE THEIR HEALTH CARE EXPENSES, OUR COST TRANSPARENCY TOOL LETS MEMBERS:

- Search for services – Get cost estimates for more than 1,000 common medical services and procedures.
- Compare cost and quality – Explore the ratings for almost 3,500 different providers in our health plan.
- Plan their care with confidence – With just a few clicks, they’ll have the information they need to make the best health care decisions for themselves and their dependents.

Members simply log in to bluecrossvt.org/mrc and select the “Explore Costs” link to take control of their health care planning today!